00:10:13 Dana Oleskiewicz: Welcome to Diving Deeper Discussion hosted by ASA.
00:12:41 Dana Oleskiewicz: https://network.asa3.org/page/DivingDeeper
00:39:36 Tim Heumier: Darwin's wasp
00:41:28 Craig Story: a Carl Zimmer article that mentions Darwin and those parasitic wasps:
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/imaging-my-homicidal-liver
00:47:02 George B: Disregard my question not part of discussion
01:00:50 Tim Heumier: Two books model, I push it a lot.
01:04:39 Tim Heumier: And that unwelcomeness should not be a fact of church life!
01:05:09 Dana Oleskiewicz: ^^For sure.
01:16:53 John Wood: The survey data of the Barna group and their publications support the "self-selection away from science" thesis from both Del Coon and Craig Story. I sometimes wonder if the question is less about the facts of science, than it is about the applications of the discoveries and insights. The other feature often mention is the desire for justice and mercy by the younger generation.
01:26:06 Terry Gray: Yes
01:26:26 Dana Oleskiewicz: ^^What he said.
01:31:37 Carlos and Chris Pinkham: If we truly believe God is Love and we are assured that we have a loving relationship with Him now and forever, then any other idea HAS to pale in comparison. We should agree to disagree agreeably on all else.